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QUESTION 1

A developer using the RTC Eclipse client is viewing the history of a component. The developer would like 

to understand which source files were included in one of the change sets. 

How could the developer accomplish this? 

A. Review the Change Summary for the change set. 

B. Locate change sets that affected the component. 

C. View the change set\\'s Open Related work items. 

D. Export the history with the Include File Details option. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer working in the RTC Eclipse client has changed several files in the loaded workspace and 

checked them in. 

The developer then suspends the changes. 

What is the result? 

A. The change set is discarded and the changes permanently removed. 

B. The change set is removed from the workspace, but preserved in the repository. 

C. The change set remains in the Outgoing folder but must be reactivated in order to work with it. 

D. The change set is marked as complete and then flows to the current flow target of the workspace. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator wants to create a new plan view that shows the parent-child relationships of work items. Which plan
view display allows this? 

A. flat 

B. tree 

C. kanban 

D. taskboard 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A user has a project with many build definitions and wants them to be easy to find. How can these be organized? 

A. Create tags and apply to appropriate build definitions. 

B. Create labels and apply to appropriate build definitions. 

C. Create folders and move appropriate build definitions into the folders. 

D. Create collections and add appropriate build definitions into the collections. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A user wants a query to filter work items in the closed group of a workflow. Which option in the query condition allows
this? 

A. Resolved 

B. Unassigned 

C. Unresolved 

D. Current Iteration 

Correct Answer: C 
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